Here is a list of what you’ll need for your puppy.
Pen
You will need a pen for your puppy for the times when you can’t be with him at home or watch him. He may
even sleep in his pen. I do NOT recommend and X-pen with the criss-cross pattern such as:

I once had a puppy get his leg stuck trying to climb out and it would have been a disaster had I not been there. I prefer
this type that is safer:

This type of pen can be obtained at www.petedge.com if you can’t find one locally.
In your puppy’s pen, you will need to provide food, water, soft bed, toys, and a place to potty. The following are
products I have found useful after much trial and error and can be obtained at Wal*Mart or Pet Edge:

Attaches to crate – no
spill or mess. Your
puppy is used to
drinking from this.

Attached to crate – no
spill or mess. Your
puppy is used to eating
from this.

Disposable pee pads –
Sometimes pups tear
them up. Convenient
for car trips. They make
holders for these that
are wonderful!

Washable pad (in pharmacy
dept.) Pup can chew and
resusable. Your puppy has
been trained on this type of
pad but also recognizes the
paper pads.

Maltese love soft, cuddly beds such as:

At night, if not sleeping in his pen, your Maltese can sleep near you in a crate such as:

Be sure to get a car seat to keep your Maltese safe when you travel and give him his own place in the car:

Your puppy is currently eating:

Nutro Natural Choice Small Breed Puppy Chicken & Rice Formula. After one year he can switch to the Toy Breed Adult.
Treats:
Maltese are quick to learn using treats for rewards. Please stay away from treats that have wheat or corn as this will
cause an allergic reaction. There is also wide spread concern with Chicken products from China. Our choice in treats are
all natural treats such as listed below:

When washing your puppy, please use tearless baby or puppy shampoo. When blow drying your puppy, please be sure
the dryer is set on LOW and WARM so as not to burn the puppy’s very sensitive skin. Enjoy your puppy.

